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ABSTRACT

ï'his work discusses a new type of a high
capacity atomizer with a wide range of
operation that is an ofÊspring of the well
known Y-Jet atomizer . lt is a fact that Y-Jet
atomizers have a good performance but
become mechanically more complex when
one needs to operate with higher flow rates.
It estabiishes the design rules for this
atomizer, estimates the mean liquid film
thickness at the injector exit (which is more
uniform than the one generated by the
equivalent Y-Jet atomizer) and calculates the
Sauter Mean Diameter of the droplets
generated by this device, using an extension
of a theoretical formula for the SMD of the
droplets generated by a Y-Jet atomizer,
which compared well with experimental
results.. \

I. TNTRODUCTION

Internal mixing twin fluid air blast
(Y-jet) atomizers, in which liquid is injected
into a mixing chamber with compressed air
or steam, are extensively used in industry.
The principles of functioning of this type of
atomizer were described in an experimental
paper by Mullinger 

'and 
Chigier tU A

theoretical formula for the Sauter Mean
Diameter (SMD) of the droplets generated
by a Y-Jet atomizer, which compared well
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with experimental results, was recently
derived by Couto et al [2], using an analogy
based upon the hypothesis of Dombrowski
and Johns [3] regarding the behavior of a
planar disintegrating liquid sheet, who
showed that the main source of instabilities
that causes sheet disintegration into droplets
is related to the interaction between the sheet
and the surrounding gaseous medium, when
disturbançes interact with the sheet.
Disintegration occurs when the wave
amplitude of the disturbance attains a critical
value and the sheet breaks up into fragments
which form unstable ligaments that contract
under the action of surface tension, forming
droplets. Dombrowski and Johns [3] derived
an equation for the droplet size based on the
concept of a planar liquid sheet and their
theoretical values compared well with
experimental results. Couto et al [4] applied
these ideas to the pressure swirl atomizer
assuming that a conical sheet formed from
the atomizer final discharge orifice possesses
a much larger rupture radius than the sheet
thickness and that the wavelength of the
ripples formed in the liquid film grows until
their amplitude equals the ligament radius,
so that one droplet is Produced Pqf
wavelength [3] Once the conical sheet is
established, the amplitude of the ripples away
from the injector is assumed to be much
smaller than the cone diameter so that
disturbances "see" the conical sheet as a
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plane one. With these hypotheses, it was
possible to apply the theory developed for
thin planar liquid sheets to conical thin
shèets.
The fact is that Y-Jet atomizers have a good
performance but become mechanically more
complex when one needs to operate with
higher flow rates, for then one must
associate several Y-Jet units within a single
injection head.
This work discusses a new type of a high
capacity atomizer with a wide range of
operation that is an oÍÏ-spring of the well
known Y-Jet atomizer which has a good
.erformance but becomes mechanically more

\omplex when one needs to operate with
higher flow rates for then one must associate
several Y-Jet units within a single injection
head. This is not so with the Spider-Jet
atomìzer concept (Figure l) which possesses
all the outstanding features of the Y-Jet
atomizer while being a mechanically simple
device of easy design and operation. Besides,
its design procedure is quite similar to the
one normally used for Y-Jet atomizers.
This paper establishes the design rules for the
Spider-Jet atomizer, estimates the mean
liquid fìlm thickness at the injector exit
(which is more uniform than the one
generated by the equivalent Y-Jet atomizer)

r.- and describes the calculation of the Sauter
Mean Diameter (SMD) of the droplets
generated by this atomizer.

l iquid

liquid

Figure I b - Spitter Jet injcction head.

2. Problertr Descriptiort

Figure I shows a schertratic of a
typical Spider Airblast Atonrizer. 1'he liquid
upon entering the mixing cltamber through
the existing channels is pushed against its
walls by the incomirrg pressurized atomizing
gas generating a l iquid fi lm. This l iquid fi lnr
is then ejected lronr the discharge orifice as a
nearly conical sheet which disintegrates into
fragments which form unstable ligaments
that contract under tlte action of surface
tension, forrning droplets. Once the filrn
thickness is estirnated then, the SMD of
these droplets is calculated using an analogy
based upon the hypothesis of Dombrowski
and Johns [3], regarcling the behavior of a
planar disintegrating l iquid sheet, who
showed that the main source of instabilities
that causes sheet disintegration into droplets
is related to the interaction between the sheet
and the surrounding gaseous medium, when
disturbances interact with the sheet. They
derived an equation for the droplet size
based on the concept of a planar l iquid sheet
and their theoretical values compared well
with experimental results.Figure I e - Schematic of a Spider Jet

rnd its asrumed conicel sheet (n=2).
Ãtomizer



This liquid film is then ejected from
the discharge orifice as a nearly conical sheet
which disintegrates into fragments which
form unstable ligaments that contract under
the action of surface tension, forming
droplets. Once the film thickness is estimated
then, the SMD of these droplets is calculated
using an analogy based upon the hypothesis
of Dombrowski and Johns [3], regarding the
behavior of a planar disintegrating liquid
sheet, who showed that the main source of
instabilities that causes sheet disintegration
into droplets is related to the interaction
between the sheet and the surrounding
gaseous medium, when disturbances interact
with the sheet. They derived an equation for
the droplet size based on the concept of a
planar liquid sheet and their theoretical
values compared well with experimental
results.

If one assumes that the conical liquid
sheet formed from the atomizer discharge
orifice possesses a much larger rupture
radius than the sheet thickness and that the
wavelength of the ripples formed in the
liquid film grows until their amplitude equals
the ligament radius, so that one droplet is
produced per wavelength [3], Once the thin
coniçal sheet is established, the amplitude of
the ripples away from the injector is assumed
to be much smaller than the cone diameter so
that disturbances "see" the conical sheet as a
plane one. These ideas have been
successfulfy applied to the Y-Jet atomizer l2l
and will be used in the present work, i.e., to
the spider jet atomizer. Actually, they can be
used for any device generating a nearly
conical liquid sheet [5].

3. Governing Equations

fu the atomizing gas and the liquid
are discharged together in the surrounding

medium the main parameter in this process is
the difference between the chamber pressure,
P", and the ambient pressur€, P,, which are
the same for both fluids, i.e.,

ÂPr =^P", -P" -P"

The liquid sheet velocity is given by:

u, = c,íalì'  - \A)

( l )

(2)

where Ca is the discharge coefïìcient and p1 is
the liquid density.
The continuity equation for incompressible
fluids yields

trr = n'thn

where mr is the total liquid nrass ÍÌow rate,
written as

and m1 is the liquid nrass flow rate through
one of the n existing feeding channels and

where 
ïb:-(o. 

-zrru)'l is the area of the

ring formed by the liquid Íìlm at the injector
exit, Dn is the charnber exit diameter, hn is
the liquid film thickness. Then:

úr = piJrïb:-(o, -2hJ'7 (3)

r ì  (nz a" ' i '6 ' ) I
"o  

- [ "0  -  
i p ,ú ,  )h o = (4)

Dombrowski and Johns [3J, derived the
following expression for estinrating the
diameter of the ligaments, d1, formed upon
the breaking of a l iquid fi lm:
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o, =,[+)i l#ft)'1, .,,u o, ffi
Choosing Fl2 as done by Dombrowski and

Johns [3] , one obtains

o, = o,ru,ffi)*|,.- r,rr, ffi*f: (6)

where o [dyr/çm] is the liquid surface

tension, Fr lcpl is the liquid dynamic

viscosity, p. [d"*'] is the density of the
'rrounding medium , .P,[dcm'] is the

\énsity of the liquid, K is the "nozzle

parameter" which those authors calculated

ior fan-spray atomizers only and Ui [cm/s] is

a velocity term which, in a general case, can

be seen to be comPosed of three

components: two of them relative to the air

flowìng on both sides of the liquid sheet , the

third one being the velocity of the sheet itself

[6]. Therefore, one may choose a mean value

for the velocity field as

I

u, =[*[u? *(u," *u,)'+(u, -u,)' lu tt,

,- vhere U,o and Ur"are the air velocities on

either side of the sheet and U, is the sheet

velocity.
As the air velocity outside the liquid sheet is

taken to be zero in this atornizer' one may

write:

where 0 is the half cone angle formed by the

liquid sheet upon leaving the atomizer'

Using equations (8) and (9) into equation

(6), one obtains:

q=0,e6,{ffi)'[,..,*

'.:[q#) (e)

I
a -
l <
f

l t tu
J

It can be shown [4] that the nozzle
parameter, K, for atomizers which generate

nearly conical sheets is given bY:

for the diameter of the ligaments which,

according to Rayleigh (apud Lefebvre, [7J ),
will generate droplets with a Sauter Ìvlean

Diameter, SMD, of

SMD:l,89dr
( l  l )

4. Design Procedure

A schematic of the sPider Jet

atomizer is shown in fìgurel. Determination

of the atomizer dimensions, basically the

liquid and air irljection orifïces and the

mixing chamber dimensions was based on

Mullinger and Chigier's guidelines Il] and

on the following assumptions: a) isentropic

flow through the atomization air orifice, b)

Mach number equal to unity at the air oriÍìce

outlet section, c) stagnation air temperature

of 298 K, and d) liquid injection discharge

coeflìcient of 0.75. At the design operation

. conditions, the ratio between the atomization

air to the liquid flow rates was chosen to be

0 .1 .
Experiments with water weÍe

performed for atomization air injection

pressures of 8, 15 and 25 psig, for the case

where fl:1, i.e., the conventional Y'Jet

atomizer. ln these tests, the air mass Ílorv

rate was measured with a calibrated oriÍice

I

u, = 
[+[ruf +(u,, - u,)'l]u (s)
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plate and the water mass flow rate with a

rotameter. The following parameters were

then calculated, under the assumption of

isentropic flow tkough the air injection

orifice: injection Mach number, air density

and stagnation pressure and temperature in

the mixing chamber. The air velocity at the

end of the mixing chamber was calculated
from the chamber dimensions using the

calculated air density, and the ratio between

the air and liquid mass flow rates.
It should be Pointed out that the

injection pressure of 8 psig is out of the

atomizer assumed design point because 8

psig = 22,7 psia < 27,84 psia : (1,4.710.528)
psia, i.e., Mach : I at the injection port is a

value that cannot be expected for such low

air diferential pressure injection, even with

no liquid in the mixing chamber water

6. Conclusions

It is observed that the results

obtained with the theoretical formulation

derived in this work fit very well with the

experimental data even for the case of n:1,

i.e., for the Y-Jet atomizer as shown in

Figure 2 .As mentioned by Couto et al'[2],

oni of the strong fleatures of the formulation

is that it takes into account the atomizer

geometrical characteristics through the

nozzle parameter K. The Sauter Mean

Diameter has been shown to be very

sensitive to K, which by its turn, is strongly
dependent on the liquid Íilm thickness, lb'

Therefore, by measuring the droplets SMD

one may conclude that the expression

derived for tb, i.e., Equation (4)' is

satisfactory in describing the overall

phenomenon of the liquid film generation

even for the case where n:1. Therefore, as

the use of a larger number of liquid feed

channels will certainly cause an improvement
in the uniformity of the fi lm thickness

distribution pattern, one should expect the

calculated modet to come even closer to the

experimental data, although even for the far

oFdesign injection pressure of I psig, the

formulation stood well compared with the

experimental data.
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Figure2- SMD (calculated and measured ) vs
mass flow rate,ÂPr = 8, 15 and 25 psig [21
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